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Editorial

The Spectator
Dec. 2, 2004

The Reverend William F. LeRoux, S.J.,
former Seattle University dean, 1921 2004
-

Getting as many students as possible to live on campus is
a main goal for the Housing and Residence Life office here
on campus.
This year, students were welcomed with free cable
access in the dormitories, a much needed amenity for those
students who like to watch television in their rooms.
However, the cost of living on campus, especially in the
Murphy Apartments, is not comparable to living in an area

apartment.
The Murphy Apartments could be 10 times better if
residents didn't think they were getting ripped off by paying
outrageous rent costs for tiny, inadequate apartments.
One obstacle on campus residents may run into is that,
unlike area apartments that charge rent based on the
apartment square footage, HRL bases their rent charges on
number of occupants plus the square footage.
For example, the Oliver, located on E. Olive Street,
rents out their 1128 square foot two bedroom apartments

for $1495/month. With utilities and cable the rent would
probably come out to a total of $ 1700/month or $5100/
quarter. That breaks down even further to $850/month per
person.
If you were to rent a 996 square foot two bedroom
apartment in the Murphys, each student would have to
pay $2498; for a grand total for both roommates of $5996/
quarter or $1998/month. It roughly comes out to $999/
month per person.
The limited advantages of living on campus do not justify
the increase in price in a comparable apartment off-campus.
Most students say they'd rather live on campus because it
is easier to get to their classes. However, one disadvantage
of this idea is that instead of becoming familiar with the
city outside the gates of SU, you become closed-off to the
rest of the world.
For some students, moving off-campus is a rite of
passage into the adult world. The move to an apartment
away from the younger students, away from resident
advisors and visitation rules is a welcome addition into
their life as an older college student.
It does not make much sense for HRL to boost the price
of housing if they intend to keep students on campus.
The prices are not comparable and the living atmosphere
resembles a glorified dormitory.
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his close associations with alumni,
students, and community members
to become one of the university's top
fundraisers.
From 1958 to 2003 FatherLeßoux
had become a stable fixture on campus; a campushe helped expand from
two buildings to the current layout
of 26 buildings. His love of teaching
a pure Jesuit education earned him
the respect of students from many
generations.
As an avid fan of the Boston Red
Sox, he hoped that the team's World
Series win would reciprocate with a
win by recent Democratic presidential
nominee, JohnKerry. During his time
at Seattle University, Father Leßoux
always kept a picture of President
Kennedy hanging in his office.
He was deeply loyal to SeattleUniversity, its students and alumni. He
had a deep, gruff, voice, pronounced
ears and a short physical stature that
of
Barbara
Nombalai
Courtesy
gave him an unforgettable physical
Father Leßoux lived and taught at Seattle University for 45 years,
presence.
from 1958 2003.
Having worked and lived at Seattle
A long-time priest, educator and cal GregorianUniversity in Rome. He
University for 45 years, Leßoux was
ambassadorfor Jesuit education, Father entered the Society ofJesus in 1940.
William F. Leßoux of the Society of
Fr. Leßoux's 45 years of service well-known and warmly regarded by
Jesus, diedNov. 19,2004, in Spokane to Seattle University began in 1958 thousands of university staff, faculty,
at the Oregon Province Jesuit Infirwhen he became assistant professor of students, alumni and friends.
He was honored this spring at
mary at Gonzaga University. He was theology, later chairing the department.
83 years old.
In 1978, he was appointed dean ofthe Seattle University's undergraduate
commencement ceremonies where
A member of Seattle University's
College ofArts and Sciences.
Jesuit community for nearly a halfIn die mid-70s, he led the planning he was awarded an honorary doctoral
degree by the university president, Facentury, Fr. Leßoux was a familiar and formation of Matteo Ricci Colfigure to thousands ofSU alumni and lege at Seattle University—a program ther Stephen V. Sundborg S.J. "Father
community members.
that, inpartnership with local Catholic Leßoux will always beremembered as
Born in Pasco, Washington, on high schools, provides accelerated one ofthe legendary, beloved, figures of
July 20, 1921, Fr. Leßoux attended learning for high-performing students. Seattle University," said Sundborg.
Donations in memory ofFr. LeßPasco High School and graduated from
In 1982, Fr. Leßoux switched from oux
maybe sent to the Jesuit Senior
Gonzaga University, later earning a the academic to the development side Fund, P.O. Box 86010, Portland,
doctorate in theology from the Pontifiof Seattle University; drawing upon OR 97286
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Letter to the Editor
Conscientious objection runs
deeper than issues of immoral

My concerns about objections to the use of
violence have always taken their origin in the
notion ofbeing responsible for protecting one's
actions
own dignitas qua human being/child of god,
and extending that protection to others who
Twice, within circa 6 months, the Spec has are in need of it.
run useful articles about opposition to war, the
Flash forward five decades from Buchenwald
latest being "Workshop explains draft, consciand Weimar and Thuringia in 1945 to a country
entious objection" written by Marissa Cruz in Bed and Breakfast in northern Britain.
the Nov. 11 issue.
A violently angry 20-year-old man has forced
Opposition to war is laudable. Complete his own mother to the floor in the kitchen and
opposition to employing war as a necessary is threatening to kill her. Kill, with what apmeans ofprotecting the innocent from the viopears to be a real rifle (it was not) and a 9-inch
lent is, also, laudable. But, is it acceptable?
butcher knife (it was)! He is sitting astride her,
I suggest it is not and nothing in recent Spec knife raised. The only other man in the house
articles on the topic offer any serious answer came into the kitchen because of the screamto the question of protecting one's self and/or ing mother.
"the innocent" from violence.
He appraised the situation, and advised the
Literally, what does one do when the bad violent young man that serious violence would
guys come to the door? Pieties might seem to be visited upon his person in short order unless
be an acceptable course, unless one considers he desisted. The advice was taken.
one's own right to live free from violence,
The police were called from a neighbor's
or, if one chooses to honor the parable of the phone and the young man was jugged.
good Samaritan, or, the advice to be found in
1945
Buchenwald
Britain
five deJohn's gospel about laying down one's life for cades later. Violence ended violence.
a friend.
I would like to think it all could have been
As I write this, the German government is otherwise in both
cases, but, cannot see just
completing plans to commemorate the liberahow that would have come about.
tion ofthe Buchewald Concentration camp, and
So, good luck with opposition to war. Just
liberating (their term, nota bene) the German recall the advice that such efforts are possible
people from the Nazis. Commemoration will because "violent armed men stand between the
be made in April of2004, the 60th anniversary thought and the violence."
of the liberation of the Buchenwald by the
American 3rd Army. Among those freed at the
camp were numbers of people sympathetic to Bob Harmon
the concepts of "Conscientious Objection."
History, Emeritus
...

...

...
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Objectors must consider history before making decision

Kevin Curley
Opinion Editor
Recently Seattle University hosted a
forum relating to conscientious objection.
According to the Peace Fellowship here
on campus, conscientious objection is
defined as a sincere conviction, motivated
by conscience that forbids someone from
taking part in organized killing.
If someone says they are a conscientious objector, than they object to all wars
that the United States has been involved
in. They would have to say they not only
object to the current wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, but also to past wars such
as World War 11.
Now I can understand someone's objec-

tions to the current war in Iraq, but how
can you consciously object to the United
States' involvement in World War II?
To say that a peaceful resolution could
have been achieved when dealing with a
man who willingly attempted to exterminate an entire race of people is beyond
my understanding.
However, if you can honestly say that
and that you objected to our involvement
in World War 11, than claiming that you
are a true conscientious objector can not
be criticized.
But if you are basing your objections
solely on the current war in Iraq, than I
believe that you are not a true conscientious objector, just another believer like
many of us who disagree with the current
situation within our government.
Individuals that claim to be conscientious objectors say they support the
troops, just not the war they happen to
be fighting in. Now how can you support the troops, if you are unwilling to
be drafted?
Furthermore, I've heard many say that
they would consider being drafted, as long
as they were guaranteed not to fight. Well
if you're saying that, then indirectly you
are taking part in organized killing.

fight. If you support the troops, than you
have to support the fight and do as much
You say you want to support the men as you can to help them out. Sitting in
and women fighting in Iraq because acyour living room and making yourself feel
of
throngs
people
sitting
good by wearing a yellow ribbon on your
to
the
cording
here in the United States, are sent against jacket is not going to help the rifleman
running through the streets of Fallujah.
their will. But think about this.
It often makes me sick to think that
If people like yourselves object to the
war and the draft, then the 150,000 or I'm sitting here at college, trying to get
so soldiers we have fighting over there my degree, when I could be doing my
now, will continue to fight and not come part and helping the soldiers in Iraq and
Afghanistan.
home.
I was in Afghanistan, I saw how bad it
If you think it's easy to pull out of a war
zone, you're wrong. We can't just get up is and how messed up our foreign policy
and leave. Maybe it was wrong that we is, but that didn't stop me from pushing
went over there in the first place, but it myself 110 percent everyday I was on
happened and there is nothing we can do duty. I've been off active duty for two
years now and I've been activated once
about it. So get over that and move on.
who
believe
that
For those of you
as during that time. You say you want to
Americans we are unable to fight wars if help the troops, than have a talk with
we don't trully understand the culture of your conscience and stop thinking about
people we are fighting, I find it hard to yourself for once. Think about the almost
200,000 troops we have overseas everyjustify that excuse.
day to make sure you can wake up and
a
few
lessons
are
order
in
Maybe
history
for us to try and realize the struggles that have your vanilla latte without worrying
these people have fought their whole life if a terrorist will walk into the lobby of
Campion Tower and blow it up.
for, but either way, this war is ongoing.
For us to ban together as a country we Kevin Curley is a junior journalism major.
can't be divided. You can't say you supSendfeedback and comments toKevin at
port the troops, but you don't support the curleyk@seattleu.edit
Come on now, make up your mind,

you're confusing me.

NFL gets flu vaccine before elderly, newborns
Emily James

Guest Columnist
While looking over the recent news online, I came across
an article that read "NFL Players Got Precious Flu Shot".
My first reaction was absolute disbelief.
It is impossible, I thought to myself, that some of the
healthiest people in America with the greatest access to
health care were being offered a vaccine that many young
children will not be receiving this year.
Who came up with this brilliant idea and how was it ever
allowed? While most Americans are being asked to pass up
the flu shot this year due to a shortage, someone wanted to
make sure that our valuable sports heroes were given first
shot at the vaccine.
In defense of the Chicago Bears, the team who the vaccines were offered to, more than half the team declined the
vaccine saying that it should be reserved for people at a
higher risk.
Glad that they are willing to demonstrate some responsibility and overall common sense. However, others took it,
arguing that they are traveling in and out of cold climates
and are more susceptible to getting the flu.
Well, that obviously takes precedence over babies and
the elderly, who have weaker immune systems than the rest
of us. What about college students who live in dorms with
hundreds of other students sharing showers, cooking areas,
and sleeping spaces?
I don't think anyone who has lived on campus needs to be

reminded of how quickly sickness can spread in the dorms.
Once one person on your floor gets something, be prepared,
because half the floor will be in bed the next day.
Now, I am not arguing that as college students we are more
deserving of the vaccine than anyone else. The point is that
everyone lives in some sort ofcircumstance that makes them
susceptible for getting the flu. The question is not whether
you are in a situation where you could get the flu but how
your body can handle it.
Most of us spend a few days miserable in bed but we
recover and go on. I personally am willing to make this
small sacrifice to ensure that those who could be in greater
harm are protected. There are people out there though for
whom the flu is deadly; I don't think NFL players fall into
that category.
In fact, they are one of the few groups of people whose
bodies I think could best handle the flu because of how
healthy they are. However, what would our society do if the
star player fell ill and couldn't play in the game on Sunday,
posing the threat that the team might lose? Now that would
just be terrible, wouldn't it?
I mean, the tragedy of our favorite team losing a football
game would of course compare to that of a newborn dying
from the flu because the vaccine was used up on our country's
athletes. It is so comforting to see that our society has its
priorities straight. But should we be surprised?
Let's look at how sport stars fit into our society. They are
worshipped and adored, which is not the issue since we all
have people who inspire us and motivate us. However, I find

it quite ironic that our professional athletes are higher paid
than most other Americans.
We are losing teachers in schools because most people
can't make a living working in that profession. The pay of
our police officers and firemen does not even compare to
that ofKobe Bryant's and Donovan McNabb's. The funny
thing is that there have been multiple strikes by the various
professional sports league because they want more pay!
Their work doesn't even compare. The impact of their work
doesn't even compare.
We have a teacher who is guiding the minds of the future and a police officer who keeps us safe and our society
running smoothly. How many of us would complain about
being paid an average American salary to play our favorite
sport year round?
Yes, it would be demanding, but more so then handling
forty kids without adequate supplies or putting your life on
the line every time you put your uniform on? I bet most of
us would be willing to take the job of the athlete any day,
even if the pays were equal.
This flu vaccine issue is just another demonstration about
where the priorities of our society lie and how fame and fortune can really get you anywhere. The values of our society
are clearly skewed when we put a greater importance on an
athlete then a young child or a teacher purely because they
can provide us with a greater form of entertainment.

Emily James is afreshman journalism major. Sendfeedback
andcomments to Emily atjamese@seattleu.edu

Homeless experience can provide profitable education
J. Jacob Edel

Sports Editor
The Spectator published a story about
Dr. Edward Reed's class, Poverty in
America (Volume LXXV, Issue 7, page
5). Lauren Padgett and Canda Harbaugh
reported a dichotomy between student
support of the teaching techniques used
by Reed. The authors cited two students
in favor of Reed's progressive methods
and two students against the radical
teaching.
One student stated she "felt guilty"
and another said he "felt uncomfortable."
Conversely, a proponent claimed, "the
most embarrassing part of panhandling
was not only the people who gave you
the dumb excuses but also the people
who didn't even look at you."
Reed explained he wanted students to
experience what they read about in class.

He attempts to remove the constraints
of classroom walls and textbook covers by instigating the imagination. He
follows the epistemology
avid Hume because it seems he
believes knowledge is gainedby experiWithout a doubt, Reed, like many

Rsusly

was uncomfortable because he thought
onlookers were going to shout at him.
Ironically, this is probably a valid assertion ofhow homeless people feel while

panhandling.
Homeless youth are often runaways
and need assistance. Some are dependent drug users as well and so they need
d trips, the panhandling experience additional help. Spare change may help
led a personal perspectiveperhaps them get a meal, a drink or a fix.
Unfortunately, there is no way a perretainable than the lecture,
be
a
son
can dictate an honorable use oftheir
periencing panhandling may
donation. However, the donator still has
hard learned lesson but has its benefits.
no right to assume their help is wasted
Having students pretend they are homeless is the equivalent of participating in or misused and act as if homeless youth
athletics. Some student are "the scum of the earth." Consider the
ss get to experience the fame of possibility the help might be misused but
ure but hardly get the thrill of the realize the help is needed.
s. Similarly, Reed's students felt
These behaviors illustrate a common mistrust toward panhandlers and
famy of homelessness but eventually went home to sleep in their bed. homeless beggars. The article briefly
One student revealed the experience highlights the opposing views ofReed's

I

lol egiate

teaching methods but hides the real
issues behind homelessness. Perhaps
this is where the uncomfortable sentiment comes from. Real issues are often
underrepresented in a university education based on theoretical concepts and
abstract thinking.
Thus, the isolation of college students
is barricaded by this unwillingness to
venture out into the practical world. One
cannot understand the stigma associated
with homelessness unless he or she experiences it. One cannot understand the
difficulty of finding affordable housing
until one experiences it. One cannot
understand the perils of drug abuse or
alienation without experiencing it.
In science and math the experiment is
visibly an unquestionably fundamental
requirement. The subjects will never
be understood without practicing math
problems and performing dissections or

observations. Similarly, social sciences
require experimentation.
The scary thought, however, is that in
social experiments like Dr. Reed's, the
student forfeits control. In a sense, they
become the experiment and as uncomfortable as that sounds they become the
subject. At which point, the experience
transforms into knowledge. Constructing
the capacity for accurate judgments.
In short, the world of academia is
often self-centered and a bit arrogant.
Intellectuals isolate themselves from the
real world, sound elitist and loose touch
with outsiders.
Yet it never ceases to amaze anyone
how far a little street smarts can take
someone in life.
J. Jacob Edel is a senior journalism
major. Sendfeedback and comments to
Jacob at edelj@sealtleu.edu
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Students march against military school
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Nicholas McCarvel
Guest Writer
Fort Benning made sure to
cover up its 'Welcome to Fort
Benning' sign before the annual
School of Americas protest
began so the media wouldn't
shoot pictures of the sign in the
protest. However, after crossing
the line, two protesters ripped
down the tarp to uncover the
sign an act of civil disobedience that resulted in arrest.
The protest took place for
the fourteenth straight year at
Western Hemisphere Institute for Security Cooperation
(WHINSEC), formally known
as the School of the Americas
-

(SOA).
A group of 21 SeattleUniversity students, faculty and staff
took part in the non-violent
protest on Nov. 21 to close

WHINSEC, a government-run
r.iilitary training compound for
Latin American soldiers.
The students and adults,
all part of SU's Coalition for
Global Concern (GCG), made

the trip to Fort Benning, Georgia for the three-day protest
alongside nearly 16,000 protesters, including 27 other
Jesuit universities from across
the nation.
The mission of WHINSEC,
according to its official website, is to "provide professional education and training to
military, law enforcement, and
civilians to support the democratic principles of the Western
Hemisphere; build strong relationships among participating
nations, helping to ensure peace
and stability throughout the
hemisphere; and to promote
democratic values, respect for
human rights and knowledge
and understanding of U.S.
customs and traditions."
But, according to protestors, this institute is a combat-training facility for Latin
American soldiers to learn
how to target union organizers, church groups, educators,
and any other group of people
that aim to educate the poor in
a collective way. Hundreds of
thousands ofLatin Americans
have been tortured, raped, assassinated, or massacred by
the graduates of the SOA, and
protestors believe it is a result
of the school's training.
The students left late Nov.
18 from Seattle and arrived in
Georgia early Friday morning
to take part in the protest. The

ins, a funeral procession for
all those who have been killed
by WHINSEC trained soldiers,
and a march in front of the
school itself.
Phoebe Rohrbacher, a sophomore pre-major, attended the
event with the CGC group
and had many thoughts on the
weekend.
"This protest combined faith
and justice so that we could
be at one with the poor," she
said. "[Latin Americans] are
in danger just for having faith
and as we called off each of
their names, we were telling the
WHINSEC graduates; 'We hold
you accountable for this.'"
As each name was called,
the 16,000 gathered responded
with "IPresente!"- Spanish for
'present.' This response was a

protest

which attracted actors

reminder that each and every

Martin Sheen and Susan Surandan drew people of all ages
from across the globe. There
were zero breakouts while the
protesters marched along the
barbed-wire fences of Fort
Benning.
The weekend featured
speeches from advocates for
the closure of WHINSEC,
several Jesuit Family teach-

victim had not been forgotten.
In 1989, six Jesuit priests,
along with their housekeeper and
her daughter were murdered in
Guatemala by soldiers trainedby
theSOA. Since that time, peace
seekers have held their protest at
WHINSEC in hopes of closing it
and ending the violence.
"We have a responsibility
to protest all forms of oppres-

-

Photo courtesy of Erin Foran

Protesters place
crosses and remembrances in the gates
of Fort Benning to
honor those killed by
SOA graduates.

—

Amy Daybert

WHINSEC:
history of the

controversy
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
Photo courtesy of Erin Foran

Students and staff march at the annual
School of Americas protest at Fort Benning,
Georgia.

sion," Kai Hoffman-Krull, a
freshman theology major, said.
"I went to protest this school.
Oppression of the poor isn't
looked at enough by the U.S.
It was our chance to be a voice
for them."
Erin Foran, a sophomore
English and international studies major, graced the 16,000
protesters with her song, "To
the Rest of the World from an
American Girl," on the main
stage Friday night.
"Erin sang beautifully in
front'of thousands," Gary
Chamberlain, CGC advisor and
professor of theology and religious studies, said. "The crowd
was moved and responded
enthusiastically."
"We did something about
this problem. Some people are
not going to like what we did,

but in the ordinary things we
do, we can be extraordinary,"
commented Rohrbacher about
protesting.
"Having a regard for life,"
Sarah Murray, a freshman
humanities and teaching major
said, "that's not a partisan issue.
These people have valued lives.
We have to respect them; we
have to give them dignity."

Sudan crisis survivor urges action
and rebel forces don't always stay away.
"I can't get over a quote from the U.N.
Often times, these rebel forces take what calling what's happening in Sudan the
limited supplies are available, leaving 'worst humanitarian crisis in the world
"I was born in Sudan. I lived in Sudan. refugees at risk of starvation.
today' and yet, there's nothing about it in
I've been displaced by war," Pathiel Gach,
With no aid currently stemming from the U.S. media," he said.
a Shoreline Community College student other African countries, members of AmGach, Iberle and Ally Johnson, a freshsaid as he introduced himself to a room nesty International at Seattle University
man psychology major who saw Gach
full of students Nov. 17.
organized the event in order to provide speak at the Seattle Repertory Theatre
Labeling his home country as a "very an opportunity for members of the SU and was instrumental
in bringing him to
dangerous place," Gach spoke about how community to take action. This came
in SU, believe that more needs to be said and
the Sudanese Government and bands of the form of a petition to Sudan's President
done by the United States to help end the
Arab fighters know as the Janjawid conOmar Hassan al-Bashir.
crisis in Sudan.
tinue to kill, rape and torture civilians in
Signers of the petition asked that aid or"I need to do all I can to help the country
Darfur, Sudan.
ganizations be allowed access into Darfur, because my family is there. If there was
This conflict, which began in February that a ceasefire signed on April 18, 2004
more help I could be with them, but it's
2003, was started after the Sudan Liberabe respected, the UnitedNations Security really dangerous," said Gach.
tion Movement/Army (SLM/A) and the Council Resolution 1556
This week, efforts to do more have come
demanding that
Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) the Sudan Government disarm militias be from
the UnitedNations in the form of an
directed complaints concerning the safety complied
with, and that the deployment appeal to double aid for Sudan to 1.5 biland economic prosperity of villagers at of human rights monitors to all
sites of lion dollars. However, promises to allow
the Sudanese Government. Complaints conflict be permitted.
aid workers into crisis areas have reportwere quieted by government force but
"We wanted to have an opportunity edly not been complied with and more
fighting continued and has ultimately for people to take action on the issue than the
3,500 soldiers promised from the
lead to the deaths of over 50,000 people, because just hearing about human rights
African Union are needed before all aid
the displacement of over one million abuses can become frustrating," said
workers can gain access.
civilians within Sudan and the arrival Chris Iberle, a junior political science
of 200,000 Sudanese seeking refuge in major and president of the SU
Amnesty For more information about the crisis in
neighboring countries.
International chapter.
Darfur, visit the Amnesty International
Before Gach arrived in Seattle, he
Iberle also noted how he believes that website at www.amnesty.org or Human
walked from Darfur to Ethiopia in order the mainstreammedia in the United States Rights Watch at www.hrw.org.
Amnesty
to reach a refugee camp. Food, water and doesn't
give enough attention to the Sudan International at SU meets on Wednesdays
medicine are often limited in such camps crisis.
at 6:30p.m. in Pigott 307.

Managing Editor

Dec. 2, 2004

Fort Benning in Columbus, Atlanta is home
to the Western Hemisphere Institute for Security

Cooperation (WHINSEC). Itis the U.S. Army's
primary Spanish-language training facility for
Latin American military personal.
Formally known as the School of Americas
(SOA), this facility was founded in the mid-1940's in Panama and moved to Fort Benning in
1984. In 2001, WHINSEC went up in its place,
using the same facilities and many of the same
courses and staff.
According to the U.S. Army, the SOA provided
"doctrinally sound, relevant military education
and training to the nations of Latin America,
while promoting democratic values and respect
for human rights, and fostering cooperation
among the multinational military forces."
However, a large amount of controversy
surrounded the SOA, prompting its change in
name, and according to military officials, its
structure. Protesters believe these changes are
merely cosmetic and have continued to object to
WHINSEC. The main reason for controversy is
the numerous reports ofhumanrights violations
by graduates of the SOA.
The controversy is so large that each year
there is a protest against the school with thousands in attendance. While the U.S. Army does

not deny that some graduates have committed
inhumane acts, they claim that it is only about

one percent of the graduates. Also, since there
have been over 60,000 graduates of the program,
the U.S. Army does not have the means to monitor all of the graduates.
"Graduates who have committed human rights
abuses are individually responsible for their actions there has never been a link established
between training received at the school and
subsequent human rights abuses by graduates,"
stated the U.S. Army on its website.
WHINSEC now has a mandatory eight-hour
block of human rights training that all the
students must take. This includes the rule of
the law, due process, the role of military in a
democratic society, and civilian control of the
military. However, the students often receive
more hours of human rights training through the
various programs they are involved in.
Another one of the controversies that surrounded the SOA was the distribution of "torture" manuals. These manuals were brought
to the school by a professor from Panama in
1989 and were used as supplemental readings
until 1991. The Department of Defense and
other agencies conducted an investigation and
determined that some of the passages could
have been interpreted as being inconsistent with
U.S. policy. Some of these improper practices
included using fear, blackmail, and torture during interrogation.
The SOA did start a group that was involved
to help keep the school in check the Board
of Visitors. WHINSEC continued the tradition
of the Board of Visitors after the SOA closed.
The Board ofVisitors was established in 1996
to review the curriculum of the classes and decide if they comply with U.S. laws and policy
goals toward Latin America. The Board now
consists of members of Congress, representatives of the Department of State, Department
of Defense, religious and human rights groups
and nongovernmental organizations. The board
presents a written report on all aspects to the
Secretary of Defense.
WHINSEC will be celebrating its fourth anniversary this upcoming January.
-

-
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Megan Peter
Staff Writer

Almost half 46 percent of Palestinians do not live in
Palestine, according to the panel. Approximately 3 million
live in the West Bank, 1 million in Israel, 2.5 million in Jordan, half a million in eachLebanon and Syria and hundreds
of thousands in other countries of the world.
"Up until 10 years ago Israel did not even recognize that
there were Palestinians," said Hulays. "The people are either
being pushed in or squeezed out. [The Israelis] are not letting [the Palestinians] build a normal life for them and their
-

With the recent passing away of Palestinian leader, Yasser
Arafat, the world is paying special attention to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict in hopes that negotiations will begin and
there will someday be peace in Israel and Palestine.
Students for Peace and Justice in Palestine (SPJP), an SU
club dedicated to this idea, held a forum mid-November to
inform those in attendance about the conflict between the
Palestinians and the Israelis and to also answer questions
about the conflict.
While admitting that they were no experts, each of the four
students talked briefly about a specific aspect of the conflict.
"The killings and humiliations of the Palestine people
have to stop. Everyone needs a home, a place to live. But
the Palestinians are being kicked out of their home. There
needs to be peace and Justice in historical Palestine," began
Zaher Hulays, a sophomore biology major and president
of SPJP.
Yusef Hatira, a junior international studies and political
science major, briefly outlined the history of the land that is
now Palestine and Israel.
"It was the collapse of the Ottoman empire in 1917 that
started modern Palestine. The British and the Allies gave
contradictory information to the Arabs and the Jews. They
held their word to the Jews and not the Arabs, which caused
controversy," stated Hatira.
He continued to describe the numerous historical events
that have plagued the country, including three Arab-Israeli
Wars that started from 1948 and lasted until 1967.
"The third Arab-Israeli War was a turning point because
Israel was victorious. They doubled the size of Israel and
became a decisive power in the Middle East," explained
Hatira.
It was at this time that many Palestinian refugees fled to
surrounding countries such as Jordan, Syria and Lebanon.
The refugees were at first welcomed by the other countries,
but because of overcrowding, many had no where else to go
but refugee camps.

-

family."
Nazir Harb, treasurer ofSPJP and a sophomore philosophy

"It is easy to think hatred is because

of religion

or ethnicity. But it is basically economics; the [Palestinian]
people are poor and frustrated. They
are frustrated because [the US] claims
to be even-handed when it is not."
Zaher Hulays,

major and

Tues. 11/16 Auto Prowl

Tues. 11/16 Graffiti
At 7:02 a.m., while on patrol CPS came
upon a number of graffiti tags on university
property. The incident was reported to Seattle
Police. The university facilities office was
contacted and the graffiti was cleaned up.

Wed. 11/17 Medical Assist
12:58 a.m., CPS received a call from a
Resident Director concerning a resident who
was ill due to over consumption of alcohol.
SFD responded and evaluated the student.
They determined the student needed to be
seen by a doctor and was thus transported to
a local hospital for evaluation.
At

Tues. 11/17 Connolly Center theft
At 3:30 p.m., CPS received a call from a
student reporting that her sweatshirt and
other items had been stolen while she used
the weight room. The victim stated that when
she returned from her workout, her items
where gone.

Thurs. 11/18 Stolen bike at Pigott
bike rack
At 12:26 p.m., CPS received a call reporting

Rof

a bike. CPS went to the scene and
with the student. The student advised
had locked the bike on Thursday
ig and returned Thursday afternoon to
gone. The student has since reported
the incident to the Seattle Police Depart-

ment.

Thurs. 11/18 Theft at
the Student Center
At 3:40 p.m., CPS received
a call that a copier coin machine had been taken from
the lobby. CPS responded
and documented the scene.
It was determined that the
machine had been in place
in the lobby on Monday and
when the staff returned on
Thursday it was gone. The
theft is currently under inby CPS and the
i Police Department.

eation

Fri. 11/19
bike... parts

president

of

spjp

and economics major, explained the sociological make-up of
Palestinians and Israelis with the intent on discarding some
common stereotypes.
"Not all Jews are political Zionists and not all political
Zionists are Jewish. Not all Palestinians are Muslim and not
all Israelis are Jewish. Not all Palestinians live in Palestine,"
began Harb.
"While there is no current reliable data, it is estimated that
of the Palestinianpopulation, 97 percent is Muslim and three
percent is Christian," continued Harb. "Of the non-Jewish
population ofIsraelis, 68 percent are Muslim and nine percent
Christian. There is religious diversity."
Another fact that listeners mulled over is that Israel is the
number one receiver of aid from the United States.
"The United States sold weapons to Israel and is the sup-

SECURITY REPORTS
At 11:57 p.m., two non-SU community members contacted CPS. The victims reported
that as they approached to get in their car
on Broadway and Madison they observed a
male in their car. The victims yelled at the
person and then chased him down the street.
CPS assisted the victims in contacting the
Seattle Police Department and checked the
area for a possible suspect. The incident is
currently under investigation by the Seattle
Police Department.

sophomore biology

Stolen

At 1:34 p.m., CPS was contacted by a student reporting that her bicycle
wheels had been stolen. According to the
student, she had secured her bike to the bike
rack on Friday morning and returned to her
bike Friday night to find her wheels missing.
CPS observed that whoever stole the victim's
wheels had replaced them with an older and
cheaper set of wheels.

Fri. 11/19 Fly-by cell phone theft
At 6 p.m., CPS was contacted by a student
reporting that her cell phone had been stolen.
CPS and Seattle Police Department respond-

plier ofmost of Israel's weaponry. Ninety-nine percent of this
aid came after Israel occupied Palestine," said Chris Iberle,
junior political science major.
"Israel has military control over the region and is then able
to get oil from the other countries. Bush sees Israel as an ally
on the war on terror because of this. The Israel and US relationship is based on short-term goals," continued Iberle.
The continued imbalance ofaid that the United States provides to the Israeli people over the Palestinians is often what
has spurred hatred of Americans by Palestinians.
"It is easy to thinkhatred is because ofreligion or ethnicity.
But it is basically economics; the [Palestinian] people are poor
and frustrated. They are frustrated because [the United States]
claims to be even-handed when it is not," said Hulays.
The current situation of Palestinians is what the SPJP is
most concerned about. While there have been numerous
attempts at peace between the Palestinians and the Israelis,
nothing has been successful.
"Some say it is simple; just give back the land that was
taken in 1967. But Israel would want a country that would
not become a future threat, live in submission and allow Israel
to have use of its water," said Dr. Faizi Ghodsi, advisor of the
SJPJ and director of the International Student Center.
One of the many roadblocks to peace is Israeli settlements
on Palestinian land that, according to the panel, continue to
be built.
"To achieve peace there needs to be an end to violence
but the violence won't end without ridding the country of
occupation," stated Hulays.
"If America had a will it could come up with a solution to the
Israel-Palestinian conflict," said Hatira ending the forum.
In celebration of International Week, on Jan. 27 SPJP is
hosting three speakers a Jew, a Muslim, and a Christian to
talk about their religion 's view on the Holy Land and their
thoughts on how to participate in nonviolent resistance. On the
same day, from noon to 1:30p.m., Joel Migdal, professor at the
University of Washington and author of several books on the
Israeli Palestinian conflict, will give a lecture on the roots of
the conflict and prospects for peace in thefuture. To get involved
in SPJP or for more information on events, contact Zaher at
-

-

hulaysz@seattleu.edu.

Ed to the scene and conducted an investigation. The student reported that while she was
using her cell phone a suspect described as a
young teenage male ran by, grabbed it out of
her hands and continued running. The male
ran eastbound on Spring Street, disappearing into a crowd. The incident is currently
under investigation by SPD and CPS staff.
The suspect was described as an African
American male in his teens (about 16 years
of age), approximately 5' 7" feet tall with a
medium build and short dark hair.

Thurs. 11/25 Ditsy woman receives
much-needed assistance
At 7:16 p.m., CPS received a call from a
non-SU community member that she had
locked her keys in her car with her dog in it.
The vehicle was parked in a property adjacent
to Seattle University. CPS and Seattle Police
responded to assist. The community member
had mistakenly thought that the area was a
Seattle University parking lot. The owner
of the property was contacted and the community member's vehicle was let out along
with the dog.

Sun. 11/28 Marijuana Violation in
ceived a call reporting that a
student had noticed his/her
car stereo and speakers
were missing from his/her
vehicle along with some
other personal items. CPS
went to the scene and investigated it with the victim.
There were no signs of
forced entry.

Wed. 11/24 Criminal
Trespass in Campion
suspicious male in the lobby
ofCampion Tower while on
patrol. CPS observed the
man acting very strange and
he didn't look like a resident. CPS contacted
the Seattle Police and together contacted the
male in question. The male had no association with Seattle University and refused to
offer proper identification. The male was
identified, issued a Criminal Trespass warning, and escorted off the property by Seattle
Police Officers.

Campion
At 9:41 p.m., CPS was contacted by a Resident Assistant concerning a narcotics violation. CPS responded to the floor to assist.
The Resident Assistants reported that while
they were walking on their floor they could
smell an odor they described to be like the
smell of marijuana. CPS and the Resident
Assistant contacted the room in question.
During the investigation a marijuana pipe
was confiscated and placed into evidence.
The narcotics violation was documented and
the incident is being forwarded to the Student
Conduct System.

Sun. 11/28 Purse snatcher
At 9:30 a.m., CPS was contacted by the
Seattle Police Department to advise that
they were looking for a suspect who had
stolen a purse and ran onto SU campus.
CPS assisted Seattle Police Department in
conducting an area check for the reported
suspect. No one was found matching the
description of the suspect. The incident
is under investigation by Seattle Police
Department.

public safety, y'all
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Fall colors contrast with the walls of the Saint
Ignatius Chapel, adding more life to the reflecting pool.
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Photo by Kyle Smith

On the east side of the Administration Building, several bushes
formed an autumn mosaic.

Amy Daybert
Managing Editor
Ten weeks have come and gone.
Among the usual routine ofhomework
and tests, on-campus events have provided the news that have dominated the
SU student's experience. Here, in random
order, are the top ten Fall Quarter events.

10. Voting with Pancakes- More
than 200 people gathered in the Leßoux
Room on election night to eat pancakes,
sip hot chocolate, and watch states turn

red or blue on several screens. Local
news stations even stopped by to observe
SU's own voting party.
9. Men's soccer team #1- The
men's soccer team became the NCAA
Division II Far West Region champions
with a 3-0 victory over Cal State University, Bakersfield.
8. Pura Vida Coffee is offered by
Bon Appetit- SU joined universities such
as Yale and Harvard by deciding to offer
this fair trade coffee.
7. Ramadan celebration- Those who
attended learned about one of the less
publicized religious celebrations.

MtvVpe %>*•*

\e^ eS

Too Ten Fall Events
6. Halo 2 hits SU campus- SEAC
sponsored a Halo tournament to mark the
release of Halo 2. Walking away with the
$100 prize was team, "Where U is Guy."
5. Women's soccer upsets SPU- The
women's soccer team stunned top-ranked
Seattle Pacific University and participated
in the Elite Eight for the first time in
school history.
4. Take Back the Night promotes
activism- The third annual TBTN event
helped to raise awareness of sexual
assault through speakers, a speak out
session and a candle lit march around
campus.

3. Gay ex-priest speaks for Coming-Out-Week- Ed Shields, a SU alumnus
spoke about his experience as a closeted
gay man and offered advice about coming
out.

2. Women's volleyball victorious
against SPU- The volleyball team sealed
the season finale win in the fourth match
against SPU with a score of 30-25.
1. Kinsey Gallery hosts "Remembranza: Reminiscence"- Featured paintings from nine artists provoked viewers
to remember their roots as well as learn
more about Hispanic culture from a visual
and artistic standpoint.
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Let food light up your holiday season
In case you didn't stuff yourself at Thanksgiving dinner, our staff has put
together a cornucopia of recipes for you to try. All recipes can be prepared on a
college budget and are fairly easy to make. Enjoy!
Cauda Harbaugh
News Editor

Easy Bread Sticks

Applesauce

Ingredients:
Stale hot dog buns
Melted butter or margarine
Parmesan cheese

Ingredients:
6 cups of peeled, cored, and sliced apples
(Approx. 8 apples)
1/2 cup water
1/4 cup sugar
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1 tablespoon lemon juice(optional)

Cut each hot dog bun lengthwise into four
sticks; brush with melted butter and sprinkle with
parmesan cheese. Bake on a lightly greased cookie
sheet at 350°F for 10 minutes or until sticks begin to
turn golden brown. Serve immediately.
Story behind the recipe: "Stale doesn't mean
moldy. This is my kind of recipe—there is no measuring or mixing—it's easier than Easy-Mac!"

J. Jacob Edel

Amy Daybert
Managing Editor

Sports Editor
Hungarian Kifli
(A crescent shaped cookie made with butter,

walnuts, sour cream and vanilla).
Ingredients:
For the dough-4 cups flour
1 lb. butter
6 egg yolks
1 cup sour cream

In a microwave-safe dish mix apples, water
and lemon juice. Cook, uncovered for 10-12 minutes
until apples are tender. Stir in sugar and cinnamon
until smooth. Makes 4-6 servings.

For thefilling-11/2 lb. grinned walnuts
1 lb. powdered sugar
1 tablespoon vanilla
3 teaspoons lemon juice
6 egg whites beaten

Story behind the recipe: "My family requests
this homemade applesauce during the holidays. It's
simple to make, healthy and great served warm or
cold."

In large bowl, mix together the flour and but-

Joe Anchondo

ter. Beat the yolks and slowly add them with the sour
cream to the mix. Work until the dough is smooth
and fluffy. Roll the dough to form a ball. Divide
dough into 3 equal portions. Add a little grease to

Photographer

Poor Man's Mocha

your fingers ifdough is sticky.

Ingredients:
Your choice of frozen yogurt

Wrap the dough in plastic wrap and refrigerate it until firm (about 24 hours). Preheat oven to

Black coffee

325 degrees F and grease cookie sheets. To make the
filling: Combine egg whites, walnuts, lemon juice,
sugar and vanilla. Mix well and set aside.

At Cherry Street Market, fill up your Seattle
University coffee mug one-third or one-half full of
frozen yogurt from the ice cream machine. Then, fill
the remainder of the mug with black coffee and you
have your "Poor Man's Mocha."
Story behind the recipe: "My father is an engineer at a hospital. At the cafeteria, they don't serve
mochas, but they have milkshakes and free coffee.
He came up with the idea of mixing both. I like the
recipe because it is cheaper than a mocha at Starbucks. I make it when I need a pick-me-up."

On a floured surface roll the dough into a 10inch circle. Spread circle with 1/3 of the filling to
within approximately 1/2 inch of the edge. Cut circle
into 24 pie-shaped wedges. Beginning at outer edge,
roll up each wedge tightly. Place point side down on
cookie sheet 1 1/2 inches apart.

Tamara Shkurkin
A&E Editor
Top-of-the-Stove Meatloaf

Trisha Leonard

Editor-in-Chief
Rice Krispies Treats
Ingredients:
3 tablespoons margarine or butter.
One package (10 oz.) regular marshmallows or
4 cups miniature marshmallows
6 cups Rice Krispies cereal
Melt margarine in large saucepan over low
heat. Add marshmallows and stir until completely
melted. Remove from heat. Add Rice Krispies cereal and stir until well coated. Using buttered spatula
or waxed paper, press mixture evenly into a 15 x 10
inch pan coated with cooking spray, margarine or
butter. Cut into 12 pieces when cool.
Story behind the recipe: "This is a treat that
my mom has made since I was little."

Bake 13-15 minutes or until golden (be sure
to watch carefully as these cookies bum easily).
Remove to rack to cool. When cooled, sprinkle them

with powdered sugar. Repeat process with each
remaining portion of dough and filling.

Ingredients:
1 lb. ground beef
V* C. cracker crumbs
Vi can condensed tomato soup
4 tablespoons minced onion
1 egg, slightly beaten
Vi teaspoon salt

Story behind the recipe: "This is a recipe from
my girlfriend's mom. I love them!"

Megan Peter
Staff Writer

1/8 teaspoon pepper
2 teaspoons cooking oil
1/8C. water
2 teaspoons mustard

Fresh Cranberry Relish
Ingredients:
A bag of fresh cranberries
2 oranges
1 cup sugar

2 teaspoons catsup
4 slices cheese
Combine beef, crumbs, 3 T. soup, onion, egg,
salt, and pepper; mix thoroughly. Mound in the
middle of a frying pan and cut into four segments.
Brown on both sides in cooking oil. Cover, reduce,
heat, and simmer for 20-25 minutes or until meat is
done. Spoon off fat. Combine rest of soup with water; pour into skillet. Top each "loaf with mustard,
catsup, and a slice of cheese. Cook for 10 minutes or
until cheese has melted.
Story behind the recipe: "My grandma in
Skokie, Illinois, makes it every time we come for a
visit. We'll eat it hot with catsup for dinner and then
have cold leftover meatloaf sandwiches on the plane
ride home-yum!"

Grind the cranberries and the oranges in a
meat grinder or food processor. Add sugar and mix

it together. Let the mix sit for about an hour for the
sugar to be absorbed.
Story behind the recipe: "I began preparing
this side dish as part of Thanksgiving. It was always
fun to make it because I got to be in the kitchen with
my mom and aunt and that was where all the gossip
took place."
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Buying alternative gifts for the holidays
Is the vision of happy reindeer dancing across a melange ofyarn and sequins
your picture of heaven? Do your holidays
involve receiving the dreaded Christmas
sweater? Maybe you just have problems
finding the perfect gift for your special
someone.
The discussion of gift buying during
the holidays seems at first contradictory to
SU's theme of"Consumption and Poverty,"
yet it doesn't have to be.
If gift buying is an inevitable holiday
tradition for you, there are many ways you
can buy on a budget, while still benefiting
those less fortunate across the globe.

"This holiday season has gotten so commercial
rather than celebratory. At least by buying alternative gifts you're not adding to the problem of the
loss of spirit-it's not about a big gift exchange, but
a time for caring."
Ryan Solomon,

junior history major

As shown throughout the Academic
Salons, it cannot be argued that problems
jeopardizing other communities in the
world do not concern the United States.
Environmental and social problems that affect third-world communities also directly
impact overall global health.
Rather than spending extra cash on
less-necessary ends during the holidays,

development and child survival. Therefore,
depending on your passions or the interests
of the gift recipient, there is always a contribution to a specific cause involved.
The gifts can start as low as one
dollar, which, for instance, can provide
enough money to plant a tree in a rainforest
in Chile. As little as $40 allow one family
to feed itself on leased land.

consider putting that money towards causes

Seven dollars provide comprehensive
care for a woman to spend one day at a safe

that benefit all beings on earth.
"This is a time when consumers are
buying a lot of things and it's a good idea

5

1

haven located in Ukraine. This safe haven
offers a "healing environment for women

who have escaped the horrors of trafficking—a modern-day form of slavery that
persists worldwide."
The Church World Service, at www.
churchworldservice.org/kits/, also presents alternative gifts. The Church World
Service, founded in 1946, "is the relief, de
velopment and refugee assistance ministry
of 36 Protestant, Orthodox and Anglican
denominations in the United States."
The organization works in partnerwith
indigenous groups in more than
ship
80 countries to meet human needs and foster self-reliance. The organization accepts
donations and its website offers kits that a
community or an individual can assemble.
These kits include health packages for $12 that contain items such as
hand towels, washcloths and band-aids,
or school kits for Afghan children for $ 11
that carry scissors, notebooks and other
essentials.
"This holiday season has gotten so
commercial rather than celebratory. At
least by buying alternative gifts you're
not adding to the problem of the loss of
spirit—it's not about a big
gift exchange, but a time
for caring," junior Ryan
Solomon, a history major
noted.
The Heifer Project
is a more popular organization that designs altergifts. The project's
ite has an online catalog or a link to
:st a catalog to be delivered at home.
According to the website, the Heifer
Project is "committed to giving livestock
impoverished families across the globe in

Although some of their gifts are more
expensive than the typical college student
budget would allow, donations can be
made in someone's name and the program
will direct the money where it is needed
the most. Any contribution is helpful and
makes an everlasting impact that extends
far beyond the Furby doll.
The less expensive options include
$30 for a hive of bees or $10 for tree seedlings to support a farmer. Twenty dollars
can pay for chickens, which represent a
source of income and food for a family in
many developing countries.
Amnesty International is well-known
as an organization that focuses on preventing and ending human right abuses.
However, Amnesty has a gift catalog and
online shopping section where one can buy
products that support the organization's
commitment to human rights.
Prices vary greatly: one can buy a pin
for as little as 75 cents or T-shirts ranging
from $12.95 to $22.95. If fashion is not
included in your recipient's gift list, there
are still other products.
Given that the new-year is
around
the corner, a calenright
dar might be the perfect gift. You
can expect to spend either $13.95
or $ 11.95 for a wall calendar or
agenda.
Whatever alternative gift you
do choose to purchase this holiday,
it will hold stronger significance not only
for the recipient, but also to those in need.
The holidays symbolize a time, when one
gives back to the community.
In keeping with the "Consumption

order to alleviate poverty and hunger and

and Poverty" theme, consider gifts that fuel

also allow the families to become self-reliant." Their mission is to promote strong
communities, sustainability, environmenta

something beyond mere consumption and
contribute to alleviating poverty through
sustainable methods.

Ke

t

cause," freshman Jessie Dimariano, a biology major
said.
One option for finding gifts this year
can be found through Alternative Gifts
International atAltgifts.org. The website
provides several options with varying levels of expense.
In fact, there are many gifts that can
be purchased depending on how much
money you would like to spend. The gifts
are divided into different categories, based
on the social or environmental issues that
your contribution will work toward.
Among these categories are shelter,
medical assistance, hunger, environment,
agriculture education, disaster relief, water,
sustainable agriculture, peace and justice,
to contemplate buying for a

Molly Layman
Guest Writer

Student of the Week is a five-iveek feature series highlighting unique aspects of
students at Seattle University. Subjects are chosen at random and undergo an
impromptu interview.

Trisha Leonard

Editor-in-Chief
Our final interviewee is freshman
Steve Lombardi, a journalism major.
What's your favorite holiday
song ?
"I saw mommy kissing Santa
Claus."

If you could have one thing for

Christmas, what would it be?
"AniPod."
What's a holiday tradition in
your family?

"To eat a lot"
What's your favorite smell?
"The smell of Christmas cheer."
What are your plans for winter

,
hrpak
Lll can.*

'

"To hang out with my friends and

eat."
Who is your hero? why is he/she
your hero?
"Calvin from Calvin and Hobbes
because he has an awesome imagination.

He gets into trouble but
always seems to get out
ofit, and always has fun."

' •■']

What makes y° u
happy?
"Simple things;
little stuff—like chicken
teriyaki day, free things,
sunny days, when people
say nice things to me."

Did y° u make
place?
"No."

K*
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What's your
favorite line from a
movie?
"It's not that I'm
lazy, it's that I just don't
care'from Office Space."
r

"When i was two
or three 1 left my house
to give my stuffed bear
a haircut. I lived in a
-

jt to

the ha'™ut

What gets you through finals?
"The thought of going home."

Are y° u looking
forward to next quarl||
II
ter?Why?
"Yes, I'll have new
classes and hope to meet ■"
new people."
■

What's your earli-

rougher neighborhood, so I was walking
around in dangerous territory. My mom
found me 20 minutes later."

How do you study for finals?
"I study by myself and as little as
possible."
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What's the best place to study on
camP us?
"The Bistro because I can take a
break easily. I don't like being alone, but I
like working alone. I like the background

activity."
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ATHLETES AND
SPORTS DRINKS

Sports

Men's Soccer in Final Four

Should they drink water instead?
Marissa Cruz
Guest Writer
Yourheart is racing, your blood is pumping
and adrenaline is coursing through your body.
You're working hard and sweat is dripping
uncontrollably from your pores. During your
workout, you reach for your drink: is it water
or is it a sports drink?
Since the invention of sports drinks, there
has been the ongoing debate about which
one is better for the human body. You'd
think because a good portion of our bodies
is made up of water, that water would be the
correct answer.
However, it really is a bit more complex
than that.
Sports drinks are made up of electrolytes
or minerals, such as sodium, potassium and
chloride that help keep the body's fluid levels
balanced. The sodium contained in the drinks
creates thirst, which then helps replenish the
essential minerals the body has lost and keeps
it hydrated.
Many sports drinks also contain carbohydrates, which the body uses to convert to energy to keep muscles going and energized.
Photo by William Hurd
Susan Sifferman, a sophomore criminal
The men's soccer team scored in the final three seconds of the
justice major, is the assistant coach of her
NCAA Quarterfinals in a thrilling 1-0 victory and plays No. 4
former high school cross country team. Her
Dowling College Dec. 3 in Witchita Falls, Texas.
ranked
girls have a routine: Zipfizz (a powdered
supplement mixed with water), the warm up,
Gu (a sports gel which provides energy and
other essentials) and then the race. They've
been following the same routine all season,
and they are second in the nation. Does this
routine have anything to do with the outcome
of the performance?
"I like sports drinks for the girls because it
helps keep them healthy, but as far as performance goes, they perform well because they
pay for rent courts nearby. We will do the best
Megan Peter
train hard," Sifferman said.
that we can to make sure that the club gets to
A former member ofthe Seattle University Staff Writer
play that year."
women's volleyball team, Andrea Wessel, a
The tennis club is new because the university
Some people may view tennis as a boring
terminated its varsity tennis team in May of
junior psychology major, is on the opposite
end of the spectrum. She likes to drink water game of oversized ping-pong, consisting of 2002. The administration decided there was
nothing more than a ball bouncing back and not enough competition in the Pacific Northwhen she works out.
"I like to drink water when engaged in forth across a net. But for lovers of the sport, west because Seattle University is a Division
sports activities because I can drink the water it is an intense game that requires players to II school while most universities in the area
and know when my body is rehydrated. I balance on their toes and react on their guard are in Division I.
The club began last fall when Dunham, a
only like to drink sports drinks after I'm done at all times.
This sport has many devoted followers on sophomore biology major, felt the need for the
working out to replenish calories and give me
a little boost when I don't have access to food the Seattle University campus and even though club's presence on campus.
the club has had a good start it is facing some
right away," Wessel explained.
"I wanted to play tennis and I couldn't find
meal
after
Eating a healthy
working out short and long term obstacles. Specifically, any other players and I really thought that
can have the same effect as drinking a sports Seattle University will host Tent City 3 on the there should be a team here," Dunham stated.
drink. It replenishes all the electrolytes, estennis courts this February.
"I was meeting so many people who played
sential minerals and calories that the body
"I was excited about and thought it was a tennis around school and there was a club at
good idea," stated Leslie Dunham, president/ the beginning of [fall 2003] but the person
looses during exercise.
This single fact is why the sports drinks captain of the Tennis Club. "The tennis courts running, Kristen Atkins, transferredto Oregon
versus water debate still exists. If the body are a really safe place for the people in Tent State University. So 1 thought that I could get
couldn't regain these nutrients from food then City because it is enclosed and there are only it started and I really wanted to be part of the
the recommendation of sports drinks would a few exits and entrances. It's safe for themand team."
safe for people who walk by."
go uncontested.
In the beginning it was an uphill climb for
While the club is supportive ofthe idea there Dunham. She had no previous experience
Currently, the Seattle University Athletic
Department does not provide sports drinks is some concern over the condition Tent I
to their athletes for monetary reasons. HowCity will the leave the courts.
ever, according to Michael Fine, assistant
"While there is going to be a cover I
athletic trainer for SU Athletics, if there was over the courts and cleaned afterwards
a means that sports drinks could be provided am worried about damage to the courts. I
free of charge to the athletes, it would be a And if there is damage, are we going to be I
guaranteed that the courts will be fixed?" I
nice service.
Right now, it is the individual coaching worried Isaacson.
staffs ofeach team that decide whether or not
Perhaps an even larger obstacle is the I
they would like to provide sports drinks for Connolly Center Project. This upcoming I
their players during games. So some teams project will remove the existing tennis I
purchase drinks while others only rely on courts and place a building on that land. I
New tennis courts would be placed on I
water.
think
fair
number
of
athletes
do
the top of the Connolly Center parking I
"I
will
a
fine with water, but what happens is when you structure.
"There is no reason for those students to I
get into long bouts of exercise, you're losing
nervous, they won'tbe affected," Anne I
be
minerals
as
that
are
the
good
[replenished by]
drinks.
And
also
director ofrecreational sports, I
people,
they're
Carragher,
when
sports
really thirsty, will tend to drink something said. "We are going to make plans for any I
that's flavored slightly, more so than they displaced students. We are going to either I
look into getting them court time or help I
will water," Fine said.

Successful new tennis
club worries Tent City
may damage

courts
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starting a club and did not have the assistance
offellow tennis players.
"Anne Carragher and Ryan Tuato'o helped
me out a lot because I didn't know what to
do," Dunham recalled. "So they told what
forms 1 need to fill out and what I needed to
do. But when it came to other students I was
all by myself."
Dunham also pounded the pavement in
order to get the word out about the club. She
searched for tennis players and posted fliers
all over campus. Eventually, people came to
join the club.
"We had a lot of people come out but not
that many who wanted to compete," Dunham
said.The club was really disorganized because
I didn't really know what I was doing. So we
only competed in one match, in one tournament,"
Members of the team, including Craig
Brownson, a senior English literature major,
recognize Dunham's continuous hard work.
"Leslie does a phenomenal job. I am treasure
but that was only because we needed to have
someone fill the title. But Leslie runs 95 percent
of the club," he stated.
The member turnout for this fall equalled
the number at end of last spring quarter and
the level of experience varies among the
members.
"I like the club because it is low-key. It
can be as intense or fun depending on what
you want to do," stated club secretary Sara
Isaacson.
At just a few months old, the club competed
in 2004 Dawg Brawl at the University ofWashington this past May. The club also participated
in the Tualatin Hills Showdown in Portland.
The club drove down Interstate 5 with a total
of eight members; four girls and four boys.
They had been divided into two teams and
took first and second place in their bracket. The
team also won the sportsmanship award, which
other teams at the tournament decide through
a vote. The club is excited because they also
earned money for Nationals.
"It was pretty cool and exciting to win the
Sportsmanship Award because other teams
were acknowledging us," commented Isaacson.
Nationals are going to be held in San Diego
this year. The tournament is for university club
tennis from across the country.
"Along with Nationals I want to participate
in Championships that are going to be in May
in Eugene, Oregon. But those are the only
two tournaments that I have heard of, but I
would like to participate in more," commented
Dunham.
Although there might be some bumps
along the road, the club has high hopes for
the future.
"I think that we can really grow and be
a big club sport on campus. Although are
membership numbers are small but if we are
able to accomplish a lot in two to three years
we could be one of the main sports clubs,"
stated Brownson.
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Women's basketball bounces back
TWO LOSES
ANSWERED WITH
THREE WINS
Nick McCarvel
Guest Writer
The Seattle University women's basketball team may have
dropped its opening two games
on the road, but the squad
got right back on track over
Thanksgiving break and won
their first two home games of
the season.
First year head coach Dan
Kriley watched as his team
erased an early deficit in both
their home games to beat Adams State 70-63 and then Evergreen State 73-49 the following
night at the Connolly Center.
In their first weekend of the
season, the Redhawks traveled
to Gunnison, Colo, for the
Comfort Inn Classic. SU fell
in two tight games losing to
Mesa State College 74-79 Nov.
19 and 64-72 to the tournament
host, Western State College, the
following night.
"We didn't have a point guard
in Colorado," Kriley said. "We
had young kids stepping up to
fill big roles. Both those games
-

Photo by William Hurd

This season, Thersia Busch, No. 32, has
scored 40 points and forced six steals.

Ski and board some Cascade
peaks and visit the local shops
Western Washington
and the Pacific
Northwest facilitate
winter activity with
unique conditions
Cole Hawes
Guest Writer
With the winter season quickly approaching, as well as winter break looming on the
horizon, it is time to start thinking about
skiing and snowboarding.
Luckily, there is a plethora of mountain
destinations located in and around Washington and the Puget Sound.
The closest of these snowy hills is the Summit at Snoqualmie. Judging from quality of
snow and terrain availability, the Summit is
the worst local hill. Yet it is located just 45-60
minutes outside of Seattle.
Daily lift tickets are $42, so Snoqualmie
charges for its immediate location and great
convenience. Another advantage of Snoqualmie is the repertoire ofeasy to moderate
trails open after dark. A night ski lift ticket
can be bought from 1-10 p.m. for $42 or at
$28 after 5 p.m.
Unfortunately, Snoqualmie has a low
elevation and few trails. It is criticized for
its rainy weather, wet sticky snow and its
abundance of short trails.
Crystal Mountain ski resort is the best bet
for snow quality, range and difficulty of terrain and close proximity. It is located south
of Seattle and roughly 1.5 to 2 hours away.
Crystal offers numerous types of terrain
for all types of rider ability. The slopes at
Crystal vary from an easy groomed 'bunny
hill' to steep expert-only bowls and luscious
backcountry powder.

were learning experiences, but we prefer to
learn with a 'W in the bracket."
Kriley got two 'W's' the following week
back in Seattle. After falling behind 17-10 in
the first half against Adams, the Redhawks
(3-2) put together a 10-0 run to lead 20-17.
The game went back and forth from there.
Freshman guard Jackie Thomas, led her
team at the point throughout both home
games. Thomas scored six points on 3-for-8 shooting against Adams and had four
steals.
"My job is to spark our defense with a few
steals and get our offense running," Thomas
said. "As long as we can play good defense,
block out, and execute on offense - we're

going to win."
Sophomore guard Ashley Payne led SU
with 16 points with 4-for-7 shooting in the
Adams game. She also shot 7-for-7 from the
free throw line. Seattle as a team was 21-for-22 from the line.
"We put an emphasis on free throws in
practice," Kriley said. "We don't overstress
the shot itself- it's a chance for the players
to take a breather. They're all good shooters, its just a matter of staying relaxed."
The Redhawks were also successful from
the line in their loss to Western State. Seattle
hit 20 of 23 free throw attempts, but didn't
have enough steam to finish the game down
the stretch. Former University of Kentucky
player, senior Kristen Connolly, netted 21,
12 and 14 points off the bench in the opening
three games.
"Two years ago Kristen led the Great

Northwest Athletic Conference in scoring,"
Kriley said. "She can shoot the ball."
While Kriley talked of his impressive
offense, the women's basketball team is all
about defense.
"Defense is the backbone ofthis program,"
he said. "We go hard-nosed, man-to-man. If
we can control the tempo of any game with
our defense and hold our opponents under
63 points (which is exactly what Seattle did
against Adams), we're going to win a lot of
basketball games."
Against Evergreen State College last Saturday, the Redhawks found themsleves down
early but used a 15-0 run midway through the
first half to gain control over the Geoducks
and earned their second straight win.
Trailing 8-2 after the opening minutes,
Seattle used a 22-2 run capped off by a threepointer from Payne to take a lead that would
never be relinquished. Payne led the team
with 15 points.
While Seattle University is picked to finish
eighth out often teams in the GNAC, Kriley
said the squad isn't looking too far into the
future.
"We take things one possession at a time.
If we do the things we work on in practice,
winning will take care ofitself. I see this team
becoming a very good team by January."
The Redhawks travel to Western Washington for their conference opener this Saturday
at 7 p.m. Later, the women leave for to San
Bernardino, Calif, for a holiday tournament,
two non-conference games Dec. 17-18.

selection of skis, snowboards, outerwear,
goggles, helmets and supply an excellent,
knowledgeable staff.
According to Pat McDonald, manager at

"I like Baker because
of the variation in

runs. You can start out
Fiorini Sports, his employees are "actual
"Crystal is my favorite mountain in Washwho
know
skiers and snowboarders, people
on a
ington because of their difficultruns," Jamie
the business and what works for different
Rerecich, a freshman pre-major at Bellevue
make your way onto
types of riders."
Community College, said.
carries
all
the
as
well
as
essentials,
REI
run
Rerecich also said Crystal gets better snow
a
avalanche safety gear like GPS coordinators
than other local mountains because ofits high
and transmitters. They also offer 'membersspeed
base elevation. The peak chair also offers
only' sales and a 100% guarantee on all their
astounding views of Mt. Rainier.
trees without having
products.
Mt. Baker is nother mountain with note"We have a bigger selection, and cater to
to get on a
worthy views but it is distinctly described
the more everyday skier. Fiorini carries some
as a snowboarder's paradise. So it embraces
WSU Freshman Isaac Silence
real high-end product around the $800 price
youth. Daily lift tickets cost $39 compared
Chemistry Major
range, yet not everyone can afford that," Winto Crystal's $40. The drive to Baker is about
ter Sports Manager Sarah Miller said.
three hours, so it is a perfect three-day weekAnother store, Snowboard Connection,
end getaway for groups of friends.
located in Pio"I like Baker because of the variation in
neer Square at
runs. You can start out on a black diamond,
The increasing diversity
604 Alaskan
make your way onto a groomed run for speed,
and rapid pace of today's workand then hit the trees without having to get
9
place has made organizational
on a chairlift," freshman Isaac Silence said.
psychology
one
of
the
fastestboards, as well
"Baker also has deep, dry, excellent powder,
growing and most relevant areas V
as skateboards
if you know where to go."
<H
of expertise. In response to this
and street clothA few hours into Canada resides Whisdemand, Seattle Pacific University
tler/Blackcomb, a mountain many describe
is launching master's and doctoral Wm
"We support
as the northwestern winter haven. It has two
programs in organizational psychology* 1
the local riders
mountains with over 8,000 acres ofaccessible
here
at Snowterrain. The management has invested $14.2
Professionals with graduate degrees in
board Connecmillion into terrain expansion this off-season,
try
we
tion,
and will open more than 1,100 new acres.
to sponsor as
This place is enormous compared to other
many riders as
resorts in North America, like the 2,043 acres
possible," Taof Breckenridge, Colo, and the 5,289 acres
kashi Kosugi,
are in demand throughout the business and
of Vail, Colo.
an employee,
academic
world. To learn more about the program,
are
Lift tickets for Whistler/Blackcomb
our
visit
Web
site at www.spu.edu/depts/pfc/op
four
generally sold in packets of three days,
or
contact
us
at 800/601-0603.
and
The
price
so on.
days, five of six days,
cal
and
shops
$146
$48
for
three
at
days
averages out to
mounatinagendollars a day.
cies rent skis,
LOCAL SHOPS
boards and
boots. Weekly
UNIVERSITY
There are several shops in Seattle to get the
worfd
Engtgtng Dm cuftun.
I^^fcj
and seasonal
the
adventurEach
one
caters
necessary gear.
rentals are often
ous spirit and embodies an outdoor culture.
Fiorini Sports in the University Village has
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR FALL 2005.
specialized in alpine skis and snowboards

black diamond,

groomed
for
and then hit the
chairlift."
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History of Gay Seattle Presented at Seattle U
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
What is Seattle, the "Emerald City," most
known for? Our Rain? The Space Needle?
Our traffic problems? What about the gay
rights movement? No, that's places like
San Francisco or New York, right? Wrong.
Though this might surprise you, Seattle
has been a major player in the gay rights
movement.
In a recent talk on November 15 entitled

"Queen City Comes Out: Exploring Seattle
and Gay History," the local Northwest Lesbian and Gay History Museum discussed the
major contributions Seattle has made in establishing gay rights. The talk was organized
by Joey Angel, a senior Pre-med major,
"I work for their organization so I thought
it would be really good for a lot of people to
see the queer history of Seattle because it's
not very well-known," he said. "The queer
history, does have a lot of firsts that people
don't realize and you realize that too once you
read Dr. Atkins book. I read his book and this
is a short summary of what he has to say."

The Northwest Lesbian and Gay History
Museum is an all-volunteer organization
founded to "do research predominantly into
Seattle Gay and Lesbian history," as stated
by one of the volunteer speakers, Angie McCarrel. It is a museum "without walls," so it
does not have a designated location, but plans
on expanding its website.
Each of the three speakers contributed a
different perspective on Seattle's Gay history. McCarrel, with a historical and community development background, was able
to synthesize the historical movement of gay
rights with more contemporary issues, while
the retired Dr. Pat Freeman offered the early
history of gay rights in Seattle, combined
with first-hand knowledge.
Dr. Michael Brown, an associate professor
ofgeography at the University of Washington
illustrated the geographic movement of gay
neighborhoods in Seattle, noting that the
2000 census was the first census where one
could detect same sex households. With this,
Dr. Brown remarked that though previously
most same sex households were concentrated
in Pioneer Square, the 2000 census revealed

enough to proclaim they're
in same sex relations," according to Dr. Brown,"are
everywhere," in reference to
gay communities. Seeing the
maps of neighborhoods was
an important illustration in
the growing numf same-sex households
in Seattle.
Sacha Maxim, a freshman
theology major noted, "I
think it's interesting to see
the migration of gay history
within Seattle and how it
plays in with geography."
to the speakers,
ay rights movement
is divided by pre and post

■ing
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"Stonewall" was a tavern
in Greenwich village in 1969
for the gay community. It
was subject to many raids
Photo by William Hurd
by protesters. After a final
raid in 1969, the gay comDr. Pat Freeman speaks to assembled stumunity frequenting the tavern
dents about Gay history in Seattle.
decided to put an end to the
bigotry and fought back. As McCarrel noted,
publicly accepting of gay people. The sign
this event was "crucial to forming basis of
outside the bar said it all, "Shelly's leg is a
political movement and general change of
gay bar provided for Seattle's gay commuattitude as to where gay people should be."
nity and their guests." Despite this seemingly
This event acted as the impetus for the first
closeted existence of the gay community in
pride parade in Seattle in Pioneer Square.
Seattle, Seattle had many firsts for the gay
The early history of gay communities is
community, which McCarrel commented,
most easily traced through the history of lo"was kind of surprising for Seattle."
cal bars. Though bars cannot be considered
In 1967 a local businessman, Peter
the center of the gay community, bars, as
Wichem, gave an image to being homosexual
speaker Dr. Freeman noted, "are easy for loby appearing on the cover of"Seattle Magacating visible places of the gay community"
zine" proclaiming his homosexuality. "This
because they are public. It wasn't until later

Photo by William Hurd

Sarah Varney, a freshman business major, Katie O'Brien a
freshman pre-major, Michael Trumbly a freshman nursing
major, listen attentivley to the "Seattle and Gay History" presentation held in Piggott.

Rhythm

&

William Hurd
Photo Editor
With Snoop Dogg's Rhythm and Gangsta
album hitting the street's this past Tuesday,
Snoop Dogg solidified his place as one of the
greatest hip-hop artist's ever.
Over the course of the last 11 years Snoop
Dogg's Album's have slowly evolved from
pure Gangsta rap to a genre of music he calls
Rhythm and Gangsta.
With the pre-release of the first single
"Drop it Like it's Hot" a couple of weeks
prior to the release of the album, hip-hop
enthusiasts knew what was coming. Snoop
Dogg doesn't disappoint, bringing in various other including legends like the Bee
Gees, Bootsy Collins, and Soopafly along
with modem stars like Justin Timberlake, 50
Cent, Nelly and Pharell Williams. From the
beginning song "I love to Give You Light"
this album doesn't resemble most ofthe other
albums that Snoop Dogg has released before.
On Rhythm & Gangtsa Snoop managed to
mostly incorporate songs that fall under the
rhythm category, even bringing in the 70's
supergroup the Bee Gees to provide backup
vocals for "Ups and Downs".
The Gangsta side is when he brings out and
represents the LBC, the gang that Snoop associated with for the early part of his career.
Snoop Dogg was able to achieve masterful

in Seattle's history that other organizations
formed to welcome the gay community.
After 1895 when the legislature passed
anti-sodomy laws against gays, gay-friendly
bars had to remain relatively inconspicuous;
many were forced to pay off local officers to
keep operating. Therefore, many bars were
underground or "speakeasys."
It wasn't until 1973, when a local, straight
woman opened the disco "Shelley's Leg" that
the gay community had a location that was

was stunning to have someone on the

cover
of a magazine at the time," McCarrel said.
Also, the opening of the Lamberg house, a
drop-in house for gay youth, was the first in
the country to open.
After hearing this and attending the discussion, junior communications studies major
Jerrod Jones remarked, "It makes me realize
how luck I am to be gay in this day and age.
Something like this really makes you feel
lucky on days when you don't necessarily
feel that way."

Gangsta CD a mix of old and new
back up vocals that bring out the true essence
the song. "Let's Get blown" brings in some
smooth beats and an great mix of vocals that
any person could relax to.
He brings back DJ Easy D*** from WBallz
to introduce "Fresh Pair ofPanties" for what
is seemingly a slow song. That might make
you go retro and think about those high
school dances when you would slow dance
with your date. On the other hand, for those
who need an inspiration to break off with
their lover will get his from
I'm
Through with you." This song says all the
things people think when they feel smothered
by their lover. Still Snoop doesn't stray away
from the style of music that he is known for
by bringing in the 'King ofCrunk' LiP Jon for
"Step Yo Game up", a mix ofrhythm that a
person could work out to while still managing
to spill out rhymes almost effortlessly.
In a time when many of the biggest players in the rap game are releasing album's
Snoop Dogg's "Rhythm and Gangsta" is a
must buy and has to be at the top of the list.
Look for this album to go platinum. The
wait for Snoop's new album was long and
tedious. Most of those who listen to the old
school Gangsta Rap Snoop might be disappointed, though those who love R&B, or
now what Snoop calls R&G, will need to
get this album.
"*****

Courtesey of Geffen Records

heights with this album, even talking about
how he is bigger than Kurtis Blow.
Mixing in beats from the 1970s to modern
times is a theme of "Rhythm and Gangsta".

This was really evident in many of the songs
including "No Thang On Me," "Let's Get
Blown." "No Thang On Me", brings in a cool
1970s vibe with Bootsy Collins providing
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Cake an

awesome
live band

&

tor is its severe rejection of anything

Tamara Shkurkin
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Cole Hawes
Guest Writer
Let me first say this; Cake is an awesome live band. To all Cake fans out
there, make sure to get tickets for the
next show they play in Seattle, it is
definitely worth the money to see them
alone, not to mention their opening acts.
Starting off the concert was, surprisingly,
a hip hop group by the name ofThe Heiruspecs.
Despite the fact that I am not a large
fan of hip hop, I thoroughly enjoyed
their set, which was described to me as
being similar to The Roots. One reason I
enjoyed their performance so much may
be because they played all of their own
instruments, as well as being extremely
talented. Their frontman, MC Felix, incorporated the crowd extremely well, getting them to sing along and participate in
many of their songs. Their backup rapper,
Muad'Dib, was also incredibly talented,
mixing in quality beatboxing while reproducing trumpet sounds and spitting
an amazingly fast 200 bars repeatedly
throughout the set. Although they were an
odd opening act for a band such as Cake,
The Heiruspecs were very impressive.
The second act was not as exciting, however.
They were The Walkmen, and were more
of an indie rock band. I had not,heard any

of their music beforehand, so I cannot attest to theirtalent, but their live act was not
very good. Possibly because of the sound
system (the volume was far too high), the
lead singer, Hamilton Leithauser, was unintelligible, and it was hard to distinguish
separate instruments. Leithauser, along
with the bassist, also appeared to be fairly
drunk, which could have contributed to
the quality of their show. The Walkmen
were by far the worst act of the night.
Following The Walkmen was Cake, the
headliners.
Their set was absolutely amazing. Despite the fact that this tour was in promotion of their new CD Pressure Chief, they
played only three songs from the new
album, a small number considering their
set consisted ofabout 16 songs. Their song
choices were pretty evenly split between
all five albums, and did not disappoint. The
only song I wish they would have played
is "The Distance," or maybe "Symphony
in Sea." John McCrea interacted with the
crowd and encouraged even more crowd
participation than MC Felix of The Heiruspecs.
The concert cost a whopping 30 dollars, and was worth every cent. Again, I
strongly encourage any and all of you to
attend the next Cake concert in town, it
was priceless. I would say it was the best
.show I have ever been to.
■.

Don't forget SU Choir
concerts this week!
Friday the 3rd Bp.m.
Sunday the sth 2p.m.
Both at St. Joseph
Church 18th E&E
Aloha
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deemed uncool, and here's where we
see how the VICE mission statement
Possibly the most biting and relevant translates into fashion critique.
The cruel and unusual "Don'ts"
social commentary published this year, the
is immature and offensive
Do
's
and
Don
'ts:
10
section
years
book
photo
of
at best even to the most liberal of
VICE magazine's streetfashion critiques fortunately or unfortunately says volumes about individuals, and the scathing fashion
youth culture in America. The premise of the criticisms spare no one. Besides the
book is to either heap praise upon attractive obvious target of apparel choice,
well-dressed people, (the majority of whom additional categories of hair styles,
are New York hipsters) or cruelly ridicule musical tastes, sanity and worth as
humanbeings are additionally called
those that don't pass the test.
No one is safe from
Gavin Mclnnes, Vice magazine co-founder
ing opinions of the authors,
and main fashion commentator for this book,
ess of their gender, age, cesome how manages to keep things interest261
sate of inebriation, physical
ing in what could easily descend into
mindless
trash
ity or race.
pages of cheesy gushing and
is harshest, however, to I
his
defense
is
Mclnnes
talking. The main argument in
often
those
profane
trying too hard to be something
that his commentary, though
are
not. People wearing clothes I
they
is
hysterically funny.
and cringe-worthy,
they
obviously uncomfortable
one
of
the
most
are
sharpest,
pop
Mclnnes has
age
inappropriate, or are ex- I:
in,
literate
minds
and
it
are
in publishing,
culture
and
belittle
loud
and obnoxious are all
tremely
his
to
ability patronize
shows in
called
out.
This
represents a particuany subject.
The "Do's" appear, at first, to be a random lar sub-category of social standards I
medley of ironically, ridiculously, or scantily in America today that those who |
dressed 20-somethings from New York City, don't even try to be cool are safe
eccentric elderly individuals, or people doing from the harsh judgments and evaluation
social worth, but those that do, and
something outrageous often associated with
jerably, are getting made fun of in the
partying. This assortment in a way represents
rutal way.
the general guidelines for cool as designated
This book is extreme any way you apby VICE magazine in the 10 years it hasbeen
proach it, but it cannot be denied that in
in existence.
With emphasis put on authenticity and husome way it represents wide spread cultural
mor, VICE magazine is a youth advertiser's attitudes of present youth culture. In a society
dream.The monthly magazine is free (the fact obsessed with cookie-cutter ideas of attraca mentality exists of being
that its content is half ad's allows this), conjut
of
the
mainstream.
If you are not
sistently controversial, and up-to-the minute

Riestion.

Courtesey ofWarner Books

«r

relevant on everything from metal bands in
Pakistan to a guide to education systems in

America. Most VICE magazines are picked
up on the day of delivery, and only carried
at select music and clothing stores across the
U.S. An essential aspect of VICE'S "it" fac-

fun taking precedence. In the biting criticisms and praise in this book rough junior
high experiences or snotty later in life social
interactions come to mind. However, its very
existence as a "do's or don'ts" book takes
much of the seriousness out of this bash-fest
and is additionally is highly ironic, especially
since anyone attempting to actually follow
the fashion "advice" would end up with some
ridiculous results.
In essence the mixture of asinine com-

Ijpearances

mentary and bizarre photos is interesting if
nothing else, and chances are the reader will

to ascribe to the whole blonde/tan/

esthetic new standards of originality
must be formed and re-inforced. "Do's and
Don'ts" definitely presents an underground
perspective on attractive appearances with
aeain time of the themes of originality and

find something they think is both hilarious
and hideously offensive. Either way I would
recommend giving "Do's and Don'ts" a fair
chance.

Do you have the desire to Serve Others
while earning a Masters of Education degree?

WE WANT YOU!
The Providence Alliance for Catholic
Teachers PACT is looking for Seniors with majors in:
-
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BioIOQV
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Chemistry

*

Education

•

English
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•
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•

fit
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Spanish
Theology/Religious Studies
to teach in Catholic Schools
in the NeW En 9land area

Take the first step in embarking on the experience
of a life time! You will grow professionally, personally and
spiritually as you further your education and touch
the lives of others during your time in PACT.
L

Selection interviews will be held in the San Francisco area at a
date to be determined.

Application and more information:
www.providence.edu/pact

Contact the PACT office at:
pact@providence.edu or4ol -865-2657

Come and Make a Difference!
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A// questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu!
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The time has arrived. 10 weeks have passed. One more to g0...
FINALS WEEK! Join ASSU in their FINALS WEEK FESTIVITIES!
—

I
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Stressed for Finals Week?
Take a breakfast break!

EXTENDED OFFICE HOURS
during FINALS WEEK!

(

i

I
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PANCAKE FEED!

]

MONDAY, December 6

|
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Drop by the ASSU OFFICE
during these newly EXTENDED TIMES:
'

I
'

I
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Conference Center i
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Mon. Wed. 8 a.m. 2 a.m.
Thurs. 8 a.m. 6 p.m.
:

-
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Stop by for a study1 break

Bring $3 or donate 3 cansbring an extra can & take a
photo with Santa!

enjoy
J Y

FREE coffee and snacks!

i

Sponsored by ASSU, SEAC,

&

The Executive officers and Representatives of
1
the Associated Students of Seattle University
i wish you Happy Holidays and a wonderful New Vear!
student events and activities council
Check out these upcoming SEAC events for the final stretch
before winter break (For questions, contact SEAC @ 296-6047):

Heed

SEAC Films presents:

SHREK2

d l?©sfc?

IBEI^AX!

Ease 2/ow? mind and join in
some A&GS 8* CISAFGS Pint!

When: Thursday, December
7:30 p.m.
Where: Schafer Auditorium
(Ist floor library)

%

&

PRIZES!

Scrt^ui?dcl2f, iDeeewfoex? 4»
7 p.W. «O 9 p.Wf.
BIs*I?o,
3l?d flocp
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Bon Appetite I
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FREE SNACKS
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
30 °- Volunteers
40 °- Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc.
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Avon
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FT or PT positions
available: Sales, Beauty
Advisors, Leadership.
Contact Independent
Sales Represtative
Jacqueline Passey
at 206-783-0439 or
Avon@Jacqueline
Passey.com to schedule

8
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t.com/users/rsmallwood
or 206-219-2557.
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speand
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do. That's why I still
t each my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
Price of $995.
l can
any LSAT ques
tion let me Prove k - Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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l'm Steven Klein, LSAT
interview cialist.
Fourteen years
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
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1-bedroom apartment
re /■if.i a
JUSt Ott Ot 15th Ave E.,
$795
heat ana
anH
j> /Z3 inHiiHps
mciuaes neat
Bright,
clean,
w/s/e.
one block to bus and
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available,

www.seane-

HBIY BOOKS
A bookstore and so much more!

SU Students save 15% everyday

on

regularly priced books with your
Student Advantage Card!
1305 Madison Street

(between Summit & Boylston)

206 682 4334
M-F 8-6 Sat 10-3
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n BEST values=
UNIVERSITIES-MASTER'S (WEST)
#5 BEST UNIVERSITIES:
MASTER'S (WEST)
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Footnotes

Voice

"In a fight between you and Santa Claus
what would happen ?
by Greg Boudreau

Miss Lonely

Hearts
Seattle University's
Premier Weekly Advice Column
Are you
do you

Pete L. Lopez,
Sophomore,
Political Science

in trouble?
need help?

Write to Miss

Lonely

and she will

"Well, let's get one thing straight....Santa
Clause is black, and so is Jesus! It wasn't my
fault, I am a firm believer in "don't start no
stuff, won't be no stuff!" Miss (my mother)
made some peanut butter cookies and Santa
decided he was gonna spit it out as if I didn't
see it! Calmly (of course), I asked Santa to
take his presents and his joy and vacate my
property! Well Santa got an attitude and told
me to tell Miss to change that recipe. That's
when Miss was roused out of her bed (she
always knows when people are talking about
her cooking). Santa thought he was slick and tried to crowbar me in the knee cap while my
back was turned (that's some Tanya Harding ish). I've got cat reflexes so I dodged that with
ease! Santa and I began to scuffle and Miss ran down the stairs screaming, "give him the
chair, give him the chair!" She tossed me a folding chair (no idea where it came from) and
I charged toward Santa. I could see the fear in his eyes as he said, "oh you got me twisted!"
Santa turned and peaced out with a quickness. I chased him out onto the lawn and threw my
chair screaming, "this is for the kids who don't get any presents in certain socio-economic
communities! (You know where I'm talking about.) Santa flew off and Miss and I prayed together and asked the Lord (who is still black) for forgiveness. (We don't like to promote black
on black crime.) Come to think of it.. ..I don't know how he got in my house cause we sure
don't have a chimney! Santa must be on that hussle with the lock smith!"

help

Hearts

you.

Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
I need some advice. I have been in a relationship
for two years and I am thinking about seeing someone else. My boyfriend has changed. He's made
some new friends and now he drinks often. He calls
me at two in the morning and yells, "Bladow, Christina!" That's his new thing. He and his buddies call
people up late at night and yell "Bladow! What's
my name?! Bladow!" Anyways, I don't think it's
funny. I have told him to get help...
Anyways, so there is this other guy. I see him in
the halls of the Admin building, or whatever. He's
real cute. He always says, "Hey, what are you up
to?" It's so hot. Should I dump my recently hizzy
gangsta boyfriend for the totally smooth Admin
hottie? Please help.
Crizying Christina
Dear CC,
When I was fourteen, I was sent to make mud
bricks by the Rio Grande. The people I worked for,
they fed me once every fourteen hours. The food
they fed me: rotten chili peppers. Your problem, it
seems, revolves around your immature boyfriend's
new vocabulary. He says, as you yourself said,
"bladow." Oh, and he drinks.Leave him. And about
the boy from the halls of admin; ignore him. If you
really want to abandon all that makes you suffer, go
to Lake Washington and jump in its icy waters. This
symbolic cleansing is all you can hope for. Forget
these boys. Bladow!

We Want
Your

Colleen Egan,
Junior, Theater and
Political Science

Dustin Wiese, Sophomore,
Astro-Physics

"I think that I would probably
win. I have a great deal of anger
towards the man. And the jerkopants knows why. You remember, don't you, fatty? Christmas
1988? My Barbie Ice Cream Parlor that didn't work. I was really
sad and lost faith in you, especially after my mom took it to Toys R
Us to exchange it for a Carebear
while I sat in the car."

"I have multiple personalities.
My first personality would take
presents and run.
My second personality would kick
him in the groin.
My third personality would run
around in circles screaming.
My fourth personality would continually ask Santa, "Will you tie
my shoes, will you tie my shoes?"

Participation!

Want Miss Lonely
Hearts' advice to
help you through
the strife of life?
Email her at
LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com

Have ideas for
a Campus
Voice question?
Email Greg at

mrwhite 1042@hotmail.com

